ALTERNATOR MOUNTING BRACKETS

- UNIVERSAL ALTERNATOR BRACKET to install DELCO, FORD and CHRYSLER alternators in place of generators that have 2 mounting ears. Ideal for ag, industrial and older vehicles. Bolts to existing 2 ear generator mounting bracket. With hardware.

A200
individually packaged

- ALTERNATOR BRACKET to install NIPPONDENSO small alternators (such as 12180, 12190, 14684) on INTERNATIONAL FARMALL H and M tractors in original location under the hood. Bolts to existing generator bracket. With hardware. Alternator not included.

A240
individually packaged

- Ford 2N, 8N & 9N CONVERSION BRACKET to install DELCO (2" mount) alternator on tractors that have the generator on the RIGHT side. With hardware.

A255
individually packaged

- Ford 8N CONVERSION BRACKET to install DELCO or FORD alternator on tractors that have the generator on the LEFT side, 1952 and later. Complete with hardware.

A265
individually packaged

- BRACKET to install DELCO or FORD alternators on vehicles with "DUAL FOOT" alternators. Can be used on ARROW, COLT, COURIER, NISSAN (DATSUN), LUV, MAZDA, SUBARU, TOYOTA and industrial applications. Complete with hardware.

A285
individually packaged

- DELCO TO CHRYSLER ALTERNATOR CONVERSION BRACKET. Install DELCO alternator (2" mounting) on vehicles with CHRYSLER alternators. Complete with hardware.

A270
individually packaged

*A210 belt tension extension may also be needed.
ALTERNATOR MOUNTING BRACKETS

- **DELCO TO MOTOROLA ALTERNATOR CONVERSION BRACKET.** Install DELCO alternator (2" mount) on vehicles with MOTOROLA (1" mount) alternators. Complete with hardware.

  A275
  individually packaged

- **DELCO TO DELCO ALTERNATOR CONVERSION BRACKET.** Install DELCO (2" mount) on vehicles with DELCO 27SI, TYPE 100 alternators (dual ear mounting). Complete with hardware.

  A290
  individually packaged

- **UNIVERSAL WELDING BRACKET FOR DELCO ALTERNATORS.** Install DELCO alternators (2" mount) with bracket that can be WELDED to customer supplied engine bracket. Unplated for easy welding. Complete with hardware.

  A300
  individually packaged

- **ALTERNATOR BRACKET** to install DELCO (2" foot) alternators in place of generators on DEERE 4020 series tractors (also see W296 adapter harness). Bolts to engine in place of original generator bracket. Can be used as universal bracket on other applications. With hardware.

  A4020
  individually packaged

- **BRACKET** for mounting "truck" type alternators with SAE 4" mounting ear spacing. Machined from mild steel to be customer WELDED to existing or custom made mounting plate. Includes grade 5 bolts.

  AJ180

- **DELCO TO FORD SPACER.** Install DELCO (2" foot) alternator on FORD vehicles (3" mount). Note mounting hole in alternator must be enlarged to accept FORD 7/16" bolt.

  A2009
  individually packaged

- **UNIVERSAL BELT TENSION EXTENSION BRACKET.** Design allows angles up to 45 degrees.

  A210
  individually packaged

JIMCO, Inc. ● Phone: 800 - 821 - 7137 ● FAX: 816 - 331 - 1971
**BRACKETS AND GENERAL ACCESSORIES**

- **CURVED BELT TENSION EXTENSION BRACKET.** Use with alternator conversions. 1/4" thick x 1-1/4" wide curved end bar. Can be bolted or welded to existing bracket. Unplated for welding.

  - **A215** individually packaged

- **HEAVY DUTY CURVED BELT TENSION EXTENSION BRACKET.** For "truck type" J-180 alternator installations. Heavier 3/8" thick x 1-1/4" wide curved end bar. Can be bolted or welded to existing bracket. Unplated for welding.

  - **A220** individually packaged

- **Adapter BRACKET** to install BOSCH or DELCO alternators in place of Leece-Neville when the alternator is fixed-mounted. The two piece bracket tilts the alt. out approx. 5/8". Existing drive belt can still be used. Smaller alt. pulley makes belt installation easier. Suggested pulleys are WAI #24-1755 for International applications and WAI #24-1753 for Freightliner applications.

  - Installs as shown below. Includes (1) 1/2 x 2-1/2 and (1) 1/2 x 6 grade 5 bolts (Alternator and pulleys not incl.)

  - **AJ160** individually packaged

- **WIDE BELT PULLEY** (15/32" and 1/2") for industrial and ag. applications. 2-1/2" diameter, small enough for adequate RPM on slower speed motors, large enough for long belt life.

  - Cold rolled steel, .670" bore for DELCO and FORD alternators.

  - **A202** individually packaged

- **WIDE BELT PULLEY** (5/8", 21/32", 11/16" and 3/4") for industrial and ag. applications. 2-1/2" diameter.

  - Cold rolled steel, .670" bore with special long neck nut.

  - **A203** individually packaged

---

JIMCO, Inc.  •  Phone: 800 - 821 - 7137  •  FAX: 816 - 331 - 1971
JIMCO announces a new mounting bracket kit to install DELCO (2" foot) alternators in place of generators on DEERE 4020 series tractors.

Bolts to engine in place of original generator bracket.

Can be used as universal bracket on other applications. With hardware.

The A4020 bracket kit can be ordered from many part distributors or from JIMCO at 800-821-7137 or by fax to 816-331-1971 or by E-mail to JIMCOINC@AOL.COM.
INDIVIDUAL BRACKET PARTS
STEEL, ZINC PLATED

631-B2001Z  one 3/8" hole with eleven 5/16" holes

631-B2002Z  one 3/8" hole with two 5/16" slots

631-B2003Z  one 5/16" hole with two 5/16" slots

631-B2655Z  5/16" hole with 1, 5/16" slot

631-B2552Z  two 3/8" holes

631-B2553Z  four 5/16" slots

631-B2851Z  offset bar with two 3/8" holes